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There's no right way for growing an online business and honestly, me and my guests are more than 
fine with that. I'm Hailey Thomas and this is the podcast that lets you be a fly on the wall for candid 
conversations and mini lessons through a variety of online entrepreneurs who are growing their 
businesses based on their own visions. We are on a mission to normalize and laugh about the behind-
the-scenes truth of achieving a new level of success in your business. This is One Year from Now.	

	
	
Hailey  00:49	
Hello, and welcome to the podcast. Y'all, I know I say this very, very often, but I am completely thrilled 
to have this week's guest on right now. I am speaking with Abe Lopez-Bowen, and he is an 
entrepreneur, he is an artist, he has been published and recognized by loads of organizations, including 
the Bill Clinton Foundation, I believe. I'll have to get all the details from him on that, but the Whole 30. 
He's worked with Rangefinder Magazine. Abe is also the managing partner of Lightward, which is a 
company that is at the intersection of technology and art and empowered living. And he’s also a close 
friend of mine, we've known each other for years and years, we shared the same school for college. 
Abe, thank you so much for being on.	
	
Abe  01:36	
Hailey, thanks so much for asking me. We've been friends for over a decade, which is wild, I know. It's 
really special. I feel like it's really special anytime a friendship or anything lasts for a decade. I think 
that's awesome. So, I really appreciate you inviting me on. I'm excited to chat today. 	
	
Abe  01:54	
Yeah, I, in some ways, don't feel old enough to have a friend for like, a decade, you know what I mean?	
	
Abe  01:59	
Same. I'm like, "Oh, my gosh," I graduated 10 years ago, this past May. I mean, literally this month. And 
I'm like, "Wow, yeah, those 10 years flew by."	
	
Hailey  02:09	
They did. And I think one of the incredible things that we've got to do over the last 10 years was witness 
each other's growth and journey and kind of evolution. I love Abe anyway, he's just an amazing person 
to be around, but if you don't follow him on Instagram, you should because as Abe shares his story 
about the work that Lightward is doing, about just his journey in modeling, which we're gonna get into, it 
makes my heart happy and I think it is expansive. Like, it really asks you to ask questions of, "Why 
aren't I living like that?" And not like Abe specifically, but like, why aren't I doing the things that are on 
my heart? So, let's talk a little bit about your journey in entrepreneurship, and I'll just say creation in 
general. Entrepreneurship is a piece of all of the art that you create. So, can you tell me a little bit about 
just your creation story? I guess, let's do post-college, the last 10 years, how did you end up as a 
managing partner of Lightward? How do you help build that?	
	
Abe  03:09	
That's a great question. And it's actually taken me a bit of time to even be able to articulate internally 
how I got here, because I think the theme that I have been kind of living by is just really following my 
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heart. After college, I was a executive team leader at Target and I soon after college learn that that role 
was very much sales-focused and a lot of how I was kind of— What's the word? 	
	
Hailey  03:40	
Like, recognized?	
	
Abe  03:41	
Yes, recognized as a leader was how much the store sold, or my department sold. And I was like, "I 
didn't want to get into sales." But this was good salary. After college, I had no idea what else I wanted 
to do. So, that was a good job that I took, and I soon realized that that was not my path. And I 
remember calling Larry Dietz, the President of Illinois State University at the time, crying, literally crying 
in my office at Target saying, like, "Man, I don't feel supported in the way that I needed to be supported 
in this organization, like the way I was supported at ISU." And he was like, "Hey, you're gonna find your 
way. Here are some things you can do." He was really supportive, because him and I had kind of a 
mentor-mentee relationship. So, I reached out to him. And at the time, I was dating somebody in 
Denver and I followed my heart and I was like, "I hate my job, and I want this relationship to work out in 
Denver and I'm miserable working on a Saturday night when all my friends are hanging out, and I'm 
over here putting away shoes." Which there's nothing wrong with that at all, but it just wasn't where my 
heart was excited to be. And I got a serving job in Denver. So, I was like, "I'm gonna go out," I literally 
packed up my car, left Illinois after a year in the job, and I had a serving job lined up. In the meantime, I 
was applying for different nonprofits because I was in nonprofit work at the time, and I was four days 
out from moving to Denver and I got a call saying I got an Events Coordinator position at a big nonprofit 
in Denver. And I was their first like, out-of-state hire. So, everything lined up there and I'm like, "Wow, 
this is great." So, that kind of opened up the door for like, a lot of moments and experiences that would 
lead me to then my next thing and my next thing. So, when I was in Denver for the first time— I've 
actually lived in Denver 3 times now in the last 10 years, but the first time I was there, I was like, "Wow, 
this is a big world and not a lot of people are from Illinois." Denver was on the precipice of like, 
becoming hot, you know what I mean? It was right before the boom, right before people wanted to 
move out to Denver, because honestly, social media wasn't even super big back then, so they didn't 
know all that amazing things that Denver had, or Colorado had to offer. So, I also came out as a gay 
man officially when I met people there. Over that time, I came out to people in Illinois, I came out when I 
met people in Denver, I just kind of introduced myself as a person who was gay, and that really kind of 
changed the perspective, too, because my whole life I was in the closet. So, that kind of opened up so 
many doors, just like, living in the new reality that was myself. So, fast forward, I break up with that guy 
that I moved to Denver for, which thank you so much ex John for guiding me to Denver, a place that I 
needed to be. Yeah, exactly. He was kind of— God bless the broken road, you know what I mean? And 
I met Isaac nine months later, my husband Isaac, and we moved to California together. That's a whole 
nother story, we have it on our wedding website from many years ago, but a lot of like, moments of 
alignment. And when I met him, he was in tech, he was an engineer manager at a finance company in 
Chicago at the time, and meeting him, it opened up my mind and eyes to what was possible. Tech was 
still a thing, also not as big as a thing now that it was eight years ago. But I was like, "Oh my God, 
there's so much more out there than just this." In my experience, going to college, making sure that I 
climb up the human resource ladder, because that's the only kind of thing that I could see myself being 
in and not even like, giving myself space to even think about what other things can happen. 	
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Hailey  07:15	
Yeah, so I want to pause your story really quick, because there are a couple things that I want to like, 
pull out make sure we actually say. One is, in the very beginning, I think the things that you do really 
well was like, resource yourself with a network of people to help you and asking for the help and 
support when you needed it, and not just like, "I'm suffering over here, but it is what it is."	
	
Abe  07:41	
100%. I think I've always been a person that hasn't been the smartest in the room. School wasn't 
always easy for me, but I like, tried my best to get good grades and I did. And I talked about this in 
another podcast that I was on recently, but when I was 14 years old, I had to convince my guidance 
counselor in high school to place me in honors and AP classes, because I knew I could do the work, 
but my standardized test did not match where they thought I should be placed. And I was like, at 14 
years old, I was aware enough, I have no idea how, I think it's because I saw my brother in honors 
classes. And I was like, "Oh, no, I'm smart enough to. Hey, Mr. McCarthy, can you please let me in? I 
will get A's or B's, and I promise that." And that really set myself up for a great high school experience, 
but I reached out and asked and like, I asked for what I wanted. And if they said no, I would find 
another way. I've been really resourceful over my life to make stuff happen because I haven't been 
given kind of natural opportunities for things, but my desire and my drive have been such like, a huge 
part of my story that like, that has guided kind of every journey that I've taken.	
	
Hailey  08:48	
Yes, the resourcefulness. Like, it's one of those invisible skills, maybe I'll do a whole podcast episode 
about that: The physical skill of resourcefulness, where you're like, "It doesn't matter. I will find a way 
the end."	
	
Abe  09:00	
Yeah, because I had to. My parents didn't have money to let me go to college. Like, I literally rode on 
my first plane when I was 15 because we couldn't afford airfare, you know what I mean? So, I wasn't 
afforded, for the first 18 years of my life, what some people are afforded on a path towards success, if 
that makes sense, or like, “capitalistic success.”	
	
Hailey  09:21	
Sure. Yeah, absolutely. So, that's the thing I wanted to pull out is that, even from an early age, there 
was like, natural resourcefulness, but like, you continue to act on it. And that's what's continued to, like, 
grow that, like a muscle, like working out your resourceful and you believe you'll figure it out. And then 
that plus your creative ability, those two things go together. I will also offer that I want to pull out of your 
story, I think the thing that you, and Isaac as well, do so beautifully is like, put yourselves in rooms or 
situations where there is an opportunity for expansion, right? Sometimes, I think we look at 
opportunities and we're like, "Well, what's the hard ROI there?" Like, what's the— I don't even know, 
but we talked a little bit about like, the capitalistic like, "Well, what am I going to get out of it?" 
Sometimes the investment, sometimes the move, sometimes the decision is just to be in another room 
where you are forced to stretch, or allow the room to expand for you to be able to start to introduce 
yourself as like, "Hi, I'm Abe and I'm a gay man, and I do this, and I'm in nonprofit." And that is like, 
worth everything.	
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Abe  10:21	
Well, it's also like, it's a room, it's an environment where you can actually have space to move towards 
your health and move towards your goals and move towards whatever you want to achieve. And I've 
been in so many rooms that have felt so stifling because people didn't understand me, or I had to 
convince other people of my worth, or other people just didn't want what I wanted. And when you don't 
have that alignment, it can really throw you off because you are what you eat, you are what you 
surround yourself with, you are what you listen to. All these different things that you put time into, you're 
going to find yourself in familiar territory of those different people, aspects, environments, whatever it is.	
	
Hailey  11:03	
Yeah, I just love that you regularly invest and it's kind of like, and you'll have to forgive me because I 
just came from Florida and so, I'm in the Florida vibe, but I sat around on a beach one afternoon, I was 
just watching the hermit crabs, just like, little ones, and big ones just crawl all around, and it reminds me 
of kind of crabs, when they get too big for their shell, they actively go and find another one. I think 
humans are interesting in that sometimes we will really be in a too small space for a long, long time 
suffering, being miserable, and being like, "Well, that's all there is," versus like, "No, go get some more 
space."	
	
Abe  11:40	
I agree. And I've been thinking about this lately, I think a lot of these conversations that we're so 
fortunate to have, even in this conversation, is because we have moved past scarcity, or we move past 
the part of our animal brains that want to survive, that need to survive, right? These conversations are 
so privileged, but they always haven't been. My whole life, I just needed to act upon surviving and I 
gratefully did it in a creative, positive, healthy way. But you see other people and I feel like, I mean, we 
could have a whole day-long conversation about this, but everyone's just trying to survive and do their 
best. And people find themselves in different contexts and situations in which they are surviving. 
Gangs, entrepreneurship, artistry, everything is just people trying to survive being a human and being 
alive. Exactly. So, I think what's really cool is that my whole life, I was geared towards having 
conversations with people and learning from my teachers and learning from people older than me, 
because I wanted to, I was just genuinely curious. But I don't know why that was, I've always had a lot 
of energy, but I feel like that has led me down a path where I've become more and more curious and 
obsessed with learning and creating and building a life that I'm so excited about because I've tasted 
what it's like to be in rooms, or I've tasted what it's like to not have the resources that are healthy, or 
you know, that don't afford me opportunities like they do now.	
	
Hailey  13:04	
Yeah, absolutely. It is a truly remarkable thing. And one of the reasons why I love entrepreneurship is 
because it cracks that door of possibility open, but it's truly remarkable thing to be living to thrive versus 
survive. It is really cool. So, you moved to Denver, you meet Isaac, he's in tech, at what point does 
Lightward begin? And where does that story start?	
	
Abe  13:27	
Isaac had a product that he built on Shopify back in 2009 that he was kind of tending to and gardening 
for a while, and even when I met him, it was still really small. So, when we met, we moved to Silicon 
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Valley, because Isaac got a job at a big company out there as a senior engineer. And I was left in a 
new place, a new state. I mean, Illinois to Silicon Valley is like, literally the opposite of lifestyles, right? 
So, I found myself in a place where I didn't have a big community, and I came from a huge community, 
like, talking hundreds of people that I knew and was connected to, to a place where I knew maybe three 
people. And I was left with not having a job, I turned down a job offer right when I landed in Silicon 
Valley because, one, they weren't gonna pay enough and two, it wasn't worth the commute and the 
pay, even though it was a cool position, but I'm like, "I'm not getting paid $50,000 in Silicon Valley to 
commute an hour and a half one-way, that's just absolutely not what I'm about." So, I was actually in a 
six-month period of not having a job. And that was one of the hardest times of my life because, as an 
extrovert, as a person who wants to be doing things and wants to be creating things and wants to be 
achieving things, that was really hard to get rejected for six months. And I am fortunate in that my 
husband had a good job and I didn't have to work. So, that's like in and of itself, like, super fortunate. 
I'm really, really blessed that that was the case, but my mental health struggled, my creative healthy 
struggled. And we were also like, these new, like young Midwestern boys in Silicon Valley, who were 
really thrown off by like, people's desire to achieve and make money and advanced things because that 
wasn't the environment that we grew up in, right? So, Isaac had this camera and one day, he was like, 
"Hey, I know you like taking photos and sharing on Facebook and Instagram. Do want to try my camera 
out? Let's go shoot." And when I picked it up: instant connection. I'm like, "Oh, my God, this is what I 
need to start doing. I'm really good at it. I don't even know a lot about it, but I'm really good, I'm really 
intuitive about how to capture a moment." So, that started that. So, that started what used to be The 
Fort Co, that was the original name of our company Fort Co Photography, Fort Co Technology, Ltd, all 
of the projects that we were doing fell under the brand Fort Co, and we named our first company the 
Fort Co, because we named our first apartment in Silicon Valley of The Fort, because that was the only 
place that we felt safe, really, really safe. That was a place we found refuge, that we had friends from 
all over the US come visit us, we had 50 visitors in a year and a half when we lived there. That's a lot of 
people, I know, we were young and didn't have boundaries, anyways, and also, we needed to survive, 
right? Also, that's the place where Isaac proposed to me, in our condo. So, everything kind of fell into 
that. Fast forward a couple years, those projects turned into kind of morphing together. He had his 
product on Shopify, he then added another product on Shopify, which is another app. He was working 
with me with photography things, I was a wedding photographer, I actually started my own wedding 
photography business that was pretty successful.	
	
Hailey  16:48	
Pretty successful! Abe is trying to be like, chill about it, but it was very successful.	
	
Abe  16:52	
It was really cool. It was a cool opportunity to kind of see these things kind of build. And then, I think 
like, four or five years ago, that's when Isaac switched the word Fort Co Photography, Fort Co 
Technology, Ltd. to Lightward, and that was actually his idea, and it was just a name that kind of 
dropped down from the universe. Because everything we're doing is towards the light, and everything 
that we are about is kind of moving towards our own health, our own joy, and asking ourselves, "Can 
we do this in joy?" Can we make a business? Can we experiment? Can we have this grand experiment 
and say, "What would happen if we flip the switch, and one of the main focuses is health, one of the 
main focuses is joy, and can we build a business around it?" And that's how Lightward became a thing, 
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and we became actually a lot more connected in our work. I stopped wedding photography over the 
pandemic because, of course, pandemic, and I became managing partner around that time. So, now 
my photography work is kind of within and for the business, for the different creative projects that we're 
doing. But that's how it kind of became what we are. We went to a lot of conferences, and they were 
like, 'What's your company name?" And we were like, "Four Co Technology, Ltd." And they're like, "You 
need a new name." And we were all like, "Yeah, that's a really long name, it's really not a good 
branding." Anyways, so, Lightward became a thing four or five years ago, out of just a place of like, 
knowing that this is kind of the direction that we're going in when Isaac took a couple steps back and 
saw all the things at play, and he was like, "What's the common thread here, and where are we going?" 
And we're going Lightward.	
	
Hailey  18:29	
Yeah, I want to talk about that, that moment. I'm going to call them like, moments of expansion. There 
was one around like, we're being birthed. I think you're experiencing another one now. There's one 
when you moved from Illinois to Denver at the very first time, but these moments of expansion that are 
like— I want to hear what you feel about them, but I'm in one now and it feels like a cracking open. It's 
like a really deep stretch in that it's not painful, but you're looking at like, "Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, 
whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa. What's happening?" And sometimes it is a little painful, but it just feels 
like, purposely unsettling things and like, purposeful chaos, if you will, as you're like, "What is this 
right?" You're like, pulling things out and going, "What is this?" How have you experienced that the 
several times that you have over your life, the moments of expansion? What has that felt like for you?	
	
Abe  19:18	
I'm gonna answer that after I piggyback off of what you were talking about asking yourself these 
questions. I think a question that we find ourselves asking ourselves in a moment of moving, or hiring 
someone, or saying yes to a project, or saying no to a project is like, "What do I want? What do I want?" 
Plain and simply like, what do I want? If there was like, no outside communication that says you can't, if 
there was all like— We're given these prompts as a child or as a young person, and what do you want? 
What do you want to achieve? And then, we get into the real world and we see that, quote, unquote, 
the world doesn't work like that. I say, the world doesn't work like because we have said it doesn't work 
like this. We haven't tried things. We're at the edge of what has been, and we are in such a unique time 
in human history where we're not all trying to just survive. And what happens when we're post scarcity? 
What happens when we realize that we can live a life that is healthy? That is joyful? That is powerful? 
And I think, we start with that question. It's this turning internally that says, like, "I need to move on, 
there's more." There's more, there's more, there's more. And I think it can be scary to like, you said, like 
the shells, the crabs in their cells. It can be hard to move from what is when it's comfortable, and when 
it's known. And you can stay there, no one's judging you for that, but if there's an internal stir that says 
something needs to change, then that's when I asked myself, "Well, Abe, something's turning inside of 
you, what do you want?" That's it. If I believe that the universe is good, and that I'm good, and that I 
have access to the things that I want, what do I want? And I start there, and that's where like, all of 
these kinds of moves and these big kind of steps in our life have come from, that's where they've 
started. And it takes a long time to get my brain out of the equation when it's like, trying to protect me 
and trying to say, "Oh, you want to know what? Maybe this person in my life won't see what I'm seeing 
and therefore, like, I don't want to do it, or maybe our finances won't line up, or maybe all these things." 
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I combat that, or I meet those thoughts and say, "Okay, those are real thoughts. You're not going to 
drive though, you're not going to be up in the front seat with me. You're going to be in the backseat 
being a little bit annoying, but I'm in control here." So, when I asked myself, "What do I want?" How can 
my creative brain find different solutions, or find different opportunities where that "want" fits in? And 
sometimes it takes six months, sometimes it takes two months, sometimes it takes two years, but the 
question still remains and the practice is not letting it go because you don't have the answer right away, 
or not letting it go because step two, or step three, doesn't feel good either. I will be relentlessly 
pursuing my joy, whatever that looks like, every step of the way, because that's what I have to do. 
Because the churning and the internal kind of momentum will not stop. So, I will drive myself nuts if I 
don't listen to it because that is my true authentic path forward, if that makes sense.	
	
Hailey  22:33	
Yeah, so good. Makes complete sense, and I appreciate what you said about the distance between 
asking the question and then getting the answer, or like the answer coming to fruition, because 
sometimes it is quick and fast, but like, mainly not, right? Like, sometimes it is, but like, mainly it's not. 
And so, being relentless requires such self-trust that the churning is right, that that is a navigation tool. 
It's on purpose, and it is with purpose and it is right. And so, to meet that, to answer that, to continue 
when things around are you are like, “Don't answer that, what are you saying? What are you doing?"	
	
Abe  23:10	
Or you don't have the language for it, because sometimes we don't have the language, but we know 
something needs to change and that's where it's actually scarier, I feel like, because we're very 
concrete in our society. We don't listen to our hearts, we don't listen to where our soul is trying to lead 
us because that's not cool, that's soft skills. A spiritual teacher and friend that I really look up to Lola 
Right, she's out of Chicago, she says, "Our society really values the neck up." And how do we join the 
body, the spirit, the soul, the heart to our brains in that journey? And you want to know, like, on that 
journey, if I'm at step two, or three, and that churning is still there, but like, it looks a little different, that's 
okay, too. I need to listen to it because if I wasn't listening to it from step one, I would not actually end 
up where I want to be. We will always continue doing that, right? Because we are always evolving and 
changing as humans.	
	
Hailey  23:59	
What I'm coming to and what I want to make sure my residents and like, people listening, like, 
entrepreneurship is just one of the ways in which I live that out, that Abe and Isaac have decided to live 
that out, but the goal is never to like, "Okay, I feel a churning, let me get to a stagnant location." It's not 
to jump to one location, it is consistent wayfinding that we'll be doing for the rest of our lives. And so 
becoming comfortable with this process, comfortable listening, comfortable trusting, comfortable with 
the discomfort of doing the thing.	
	
Abe  24:30	
Because you want to know what? On that journey of listening, you will be met with yourself, with your 
fears more often than you won't be. And I think the biggest thing that Isaac and I are learning on our 
personal life, in our professional life, is that as we continue to move towards our desires, our internal 
fears are going to try to stop us in our tracks and say, "Nope, nope, nope." And some of that's actually 
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really painful, and how we treat ourselves, or how we treat each other in those moments of fear or 
insecurity or shame is so vital to where we're going to go, right? How we respond to those things, and 
how healthy we respond, and how aware we are of those things are going to impact where we end up. 
Period. Because if I'm fearful, and I'm a shit person to myself, or my partner, because of my fear, then 
we're not going to get to our desired outcome, we're just going to be stuck in this cycle of like, "Oh, I'm 
gonna say something, or do something, and then I'm going to be in fear and then I'm gonna take seven 
steps back." It's like, no, how can we productively hold our fear in our hands and say, like, "I hear you, I 
got you, I got me." And that's hard to do, but I think over the years, I've learned that, like, I can look 
back over the last 10 years and be like, "I have a great track record, I can trust myself."	
	
Hailey  25:51	
Tell me more about those moments, if you can think of just even the last time, because I'm very honest 
with my clients that my brain is constantly bringing that stuff up of like, "Okay, but what if everything's 
terrible, and you're a horrible human?" And you're just like, "Great, thank you. Appreciate it." Right? 
What does that look like for you in a moment where you can make a choice about how you want to 
speak to yourself when the fear comes up? What does that look like for you?	
	
Abe  26:17	
That looks like the sum of the environments and people I'm surrounding myself with. Because if I'm 
around people who like, in my authenticity and I'm being myself, and they bring me down, or they inject 
negativity, or doubt into me, or if I'm in an environment that isn't facilitating my own joy, that is going to 
leak into my soul and be a dictator of the inside of myself. So, if I am in an environment where people 
are thinking big, and they're taking risks, and they're losing, and they're winning, and they're losing, and 
they're winning, and they're losing, losing, losing, winning, winning, winning, and that's just a norm. Or, 
they're going out and having fancy dinners, or they're going out and having really inspiring 
conversations, or whatever that is, but they're going out, cooking amazing meals, they're going out and 
doing whatever it is that their soul is there to do consistently, then that is the norm. So, to answer your 
question, what is happening inside of me is so impacted by the environment and the people that I'm 
surrounding myself with. So, if I'm in a season where my friendships are great, my work is feeling good, 
I'm trusting myself in my environment, I'm setting up my daily life, my daily patterns, my daily 
environment, such that it's inspiring to me, then I'm going to respond to my fear with a more confident 
backbone, because my backbone is made up of all the things that I surround myself with every day. 
Now, if it's the opposite, and I have been in situations where I'm spending a bit more time than I should 
with people who I don't feel confident around. Or I haven't taken a trip away from my town and I don't 
feel inspired, right? Then those are going to impact the moments where my fear meets me. Does that 
make sense?	
	
Hailey  28:01	
Absolutely. And I love that, I love the regular self-consideration, that's what I call it, I don't love the term 
like self-care, but it's like, regularly considering self and what are all the needs that need met so 
regularly that when the fear comes, or when the doubt comes, or a cracking happens, or the losses 
happen, they are happening in a fairly safe container. And so, like, you're going to feel the 
disappointment, the pain, like it's not going to like, stop you from feeling human emotion, but it is in a 
safe container, so that you can fall on your face and then get back up.	
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Abe  28:33	
Because what happens when you eat like shit, don't sleep, don't exercise, don't have capacity to 
exercise, or do any of those things, and your nose connects with a cold virus, you get sick. But what 
about when you're sleeping, you're hydrating, you have high vitamin D levels, you are eating your 
vegetables, you're working out, your immune system is ready to fight those diseases. Yeah, it's the 
same thing. Yeah, the same thing.	
	
Hailey  28:57	
It's so good. That's so good. Okay, you and Isaac created and are continuing to build Lightward on this 
idea of kind of health and very empowered and intentional living, right? Like, it's about your humanity 
and your life first, and everything else falls out of that. That's quote unquote weird, right? Like, different. 
How does that work? How do you maintain your connection to kind of your values as you are doing 
things like, hiring people and shipping products? And like, "Well now we just have to figure out this 
marketing thing," and doing regular business stuff? How do you stay connected to your values in that?	
	
Abe  29:36	
I think, a first step for us, and I've learned this from Isaac, he's a genius in this area, but when we are 
building something new, or we're building something at any stage of development, we are asking 
ourselves, "Is this sustainable?" Is this too much? Am I making too much right now, such that my 
health, my sleep, my time with my friends, my time with my family is going to be jeopardized? I think the 
first step is saying, "Actually, we're going to turn it around, and we're going to do this slowly." We are 
not going to be the typical startup that says, "Well, I need to raise $10 million in the next six months, 
and hire 70 people," because that shit like, doesn't work. And we see statistically that startups fail, I 
think, because of this false kind of urgency that we have given ourselves that doesn't work. I have a 
friend who helps people go public financially and they were like, "Abe, I've rang the bell at NASDAQ 
with these companies and that's the beginning of their journey, and they don't understand that, and 
99% of those companies fail, because they don't have sustainable models of business." And we see it 
time and time again, especially with startups, whatever, we see these big behemoths like, Apple and all 
those companies, which are really, really rare to have a company at that scale, or that success, is 
actually rarer than winning the lottery, right? And I think that people tend to forget that, in the beginning 
of a journey, or even as a midsize, smaller company, I think they forget that they have the agency and 
the power to create things on a sustainable level. So, how we do it, we are starting this magazine 
journal project and we started it earlier this year, we could have had it out by now, by May, but we were 
like, "Hey, we want to do this well, and we were not in a rush," because you want to know what? We 
want to be doing this for a long time and we believe that, one, we're also not going to invest $150,000 
into this project, but we're going to invest a number that feels good and sustainable, knowing that if this 
tanks, if this doesn't tank, if this becomes the next big thing, then we are starting at a place that is 
small, that can grow at its own— I mean, we grow at our own pace, no one can force a muscle to heal 
after it's been strained. No one can force a cut to heal in a certain time or in a certain way. We are 
humans, we are like, from the Earth. We tried to kind of build our products and our projects similarly to 
how the Earth works. The Earth isn't urgent, like, it is doing its thing, the mountains are slowly rising, or 
everything is slowly changing over time. So, I think like, how we view it is, how can we build one thing 
small and then take the next step to build on top of that small thing? And on top of that, and on top of 
that, not like, "Oh my God, we are launching our magazine in the fall and we are just now having our 
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marketing strategy this month." Yeah, we started it in January, but we wanted to give it space. Because 
also, when you start something new or whatever, you have to learn what the processes feel like, and 
you have to learn your relationship to the process, because if you try to artificially make it, which a lot of 
companies do via textbook, you get burnout quickly. I know I'm talking a lot, but we were talking about 
like, graphs and kind of financial models that a lot of like, business people or traditional companies do, 
and you see all these graphs, and I think what has been the biggest bummer is that our society has 
tried to place humans in these graphs, in these artificially made graphs that are actually not real. You're 
taking a real person, a real living organism, and putting it into a system that is not real. That's where 
you get fucked up. So, how do we treat our humans and our system as though it is alive and real? 
Because we have stopped projects that don't feel alive anymore, we stopped our podcasts after a year, 
I stopped my coaching projects after almost two years, I stopped my group coaching project after a 
year because it wasn't feeling alive anymore to me. And being okay with that, because if I kept on doing 
it, then you become a machine, then you become bitter, and then you create things that are like 
machines, and we know the difference between artificial stuff and real stuff.	
	
Hailey  33:40	
Yeah. So good. I love that piece that you said. It's the not rushing. It's the not urgency. It's the knowing 
that you are a creator. The only way that you're able to do that, to have this kind of detached— and not 
like, detached like you don't care— but like, your self-worth and your identity as a managing partner in 
a tech and entrepreneur creative company is not jeopardized by sunsetting projects, by ending things, 
by failing. It's not jeopardized by going slowly. But when your identity is in those things, then it does feel 
really urgent because you're trying to like, prove that like, "No, no, no, no, no, I am these things."	
	
Abe  34:33	
Well, and I get it because a lot of times, people need to support their family, they need to support 
themselves. We're operating in a capitalistic society where, at the end of the day, like, we need to feed 
our families via money. But when Isaac started Locksmith, the app on Shopify in 2009, he was working 
another job like, it was his side hustle and then, when the projects outweighed what he was working in 
tech in Silicon Valley, then he was like, "Okay, now I can go, now it feels good." And then even from 
then, we didn't have 10 people on payroll, we had 4 people up until the pandemic, actually. 	
	
Hailey  35:06	
You more than doubled your team in the last like two and a half years? 	
	
Abe  35:09	
Yeah, more like a year and a half. We could have been like, "Okay, well, we're making the money now, 
we should do this." It's like, no, we don't need to because the system's healthy. We are listening to 
when it's telling us to hire people.	
	
Hailey  35:22	
Yes, let's just like, pause on that for a minute because I think several of my clients are thinking about 
like, their first half million, they're gonna make this jump, and they have this assumption in their head 
that like, "Okay, I need to start hiring, I need to start performing like a big business. I need to start 
playing play acting," right? Which means hiring the people and getting bigger systems and paying for 
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more things, but I think what your story so beautifully illustrates is just looking and responding to what 
the living organism that is your business is offering or asking for or needing, and being open to building 
differently just because, right? I've got one client in particular who's like, "I'm really afraid of growing, 
because then I have to hire more people and manage more people and all this." And I'm like, "I don't 
think that's true. Like, you don't have to do that, you can keep the model that you have now, and heal 
the model." Like, you don't have to suddenly, like get all these people on your team.	
	
Abe  36:15	
Before I was like, "Oh my God, I want Lightward to be this like, Google type business," before I got into 
it, actually. And then, I saw the living organism. This does not want to be a Google, this wants to be a 
representation of what can be, and just have that be an example of like, a way to do business. I don't 
want 30 people on staff. I don't because we also value our time, our health, our families, our friends, 
our enjoyment of life. And what's really special about this is that: How can you make a product or a 
business that is so lean, where it can afford for you to make a good salary, and a can afford a couple 
employees? But like, at the end of the day, like, I'm here to create and enjoy, and I don't want the silly 
operational stuff to get in the way of what I'm actually here to do. And, of course, like, I'm bleeding with 
privilege here, but again, what I've learned from Isaac is that like, it doesn't have to be like everyone 
else. It could be 100% ours, based on our personality, based on our brains, based on our history, and 
what is enough. Like, we operate over $3.5 million business every year, and I'm great. If this stayed like 
this the rest of my life and we got to create cool projects, and it stayed healthy financially, and all of our 
team was healthy, I would consider that a success because I have everything I need. I have a house, I 
have friendships, I have a fantastic husband that I love working with and doing life with. I think that 
sometimes we can be chasing after something that we don't even recognize that we don't even want.	
	
Hailey  37:45	
Yes. So, so well put.	
	
Abe  37:48	
Because if I was making $100 million at this level, sure, and maybe we will. Who knows? The world is 
big, the universe is big, but you see a lot of businesses that are making a billion dollars, and you see 
their systems that are unhealthy for themselves, unhealthy for their staff, and it affects the product too, 
because you have these unrealistic expectations. But I'm also open to like, me changing my mind in 
five years and being like, you want to know what? Let's go after that funding. I don't think we ever will, 
but again, that's entrepreneurship, we can change our mind.	
	
Hailey  38:17	
Yeah, exactly. And the point is like, your guiding light, the thing pioneering you always is, what is the 
healthy, sustainable variation of this? And like, you and Isaac are geniuses, you probably will figure it 
out, and then you'll probably do it, right? 	
	
Abe  38:30	
Hell yeah! If we can do it in a way that doesn't feel like we're giving up our health, or our employees’ 
health, or are joy, hell yeah. And that's honestly, like, I'm curious to see what that looks like because 
there are paths forward like that. We haven't touched on yet.	
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Hailey  38:44	
Exactly. And then it gets to be like, fun and curious, and like, "I don't know, let's see what will happen." 
Or maybe, "I don't know, let's try this."	
	
Abe  38:51	
Versus like, "Oh, my God, this is the only way to success, and I'm gonna kill myself doing it." Sorry to 
be profane, but to kill my soul doing it, I don't want that. Because, honestly, what makes us special is 
actually starting from a healthy place.	
	
Hailey  39:05	
I love that. So good. I know we're getting towards the end of our time, Abe and I could literally sit here 
and talk for the rest of the day, but tell me a little bit about you claiming your leadership. For those of 
you who don't know, Abe and I have been in many organizations together that were leadership-
focused, even as we were both students, we are both, I think, very good leaders, or thoughtful leaders. 
But it is different, I think, you've had different iterations of your leadership. So, can you talk a little bit 
about— Are there any like, big things that come out to you? Like, as you think about your leadership 
over the last 10 years and especially as your leadership in Lightward, and as you're leading, like, 
technical people when you're not technical, which is my favorite. I love it. 	
	
Abe  39:48	
I love engineers so much. 	
	
Hailey  39:50	
They're the best, I love them. But yeah, talk to me just about your evolution in leadership and you like, 
continuing to claim your leadership skill?	
	
Abe  40:00	
I think leadership can sometimes be elusive and this, like, really interesting thing that no one can kind 
of touch. And I also think can be really powerful when it's practically applied in different circumstances 
with different people. When I was in college, we did work with all these nonprofit leadership 
organizations, it was very feel good, understand how people work, emotional intelligence, also some 
planning, and how those all kind of mixed. When I was at Target, it was very much like, "How do I lead 
someone to then create a sale? How do I lead someone to then maximize profits?" Ooh, that sucked, 
hated that. Just my personality hated that. Some people love it because they're wired differently. I led 
events, I led volunteers in different capacities, I led people through life coaching, and right now I'm in an 
interesting position where I'm leading this company next to Isaac, and I have some employees that are 
my “direct reports.” We don't even use that language, we just work together, you know what I mean? 
So, I think what I'm learning now is that it's okay to capitalize on your unique leadership style and learn, 
of course, how to try to be a better leader and try to serve your people, but not trying to change my 
inherent way of being. And I think that sometimes we can see other leaders and compare ourselves to 
other people that we are completely different from. And I think that that can be one of the most toxic 
things for a leader, is saying, "Well, this person's a leader like this, I need to be like that." When in 
reality, their brain can't even think about things like that. And the reason why Isaac and I are such good 
partners, is because there are areas that his brain has no capacity to kind of extending to or 
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understanding, right? And vice versa for me with him. And I think that my leadership style is very kind of 
direct, plus caring, plus strategic, and very future-focused, and how can I bridge all those things 
together, while still maintaining the joy and fun in the moment? Because I want this to last a long time. 
I'm a very future thinker. I'm like, "This is so special." And I see that, I recognize that, I'm very intuitive, 
and what we have is really special, how can we continue to make it special in different ways, but 
continue to have this thread and pattern of being special, down the line? And that takes a lot of different 
type of thinking, strategy, directness, changing up different processes, and Isaac is a totally different 
leader. He's very in-the-moment, he's very intuitive with what needs to be the next step, and he doesn't 
really like to live in the future, and I think that, as a leader myself, the biggest learning in the last two 
years has been like— And I'm still working on it and it's really hard, but it's to not compare the way I 
lead to Isaac, because him and I have both very special ways of doing things and luckily, and 
fortunately, they overlap a lot. Because the heart is the same, the intention is the same, but they're just 
executed differently. So, I think what I'm learning is to capitalize on where my strengths are as a leader, 
which are strategy, which are seeing things and how they're kind of puzzle together, and also looking in 
the future. I think for a long time, I always compared my leadership skills to how other people 
performed, or other people's leadership skills, and that was like, to my detriment to be honest, because 
I am 100% me and no one's in my brain and I have such a special brain. How do I capitalize, nurture 
and cultivate that to then lead from that space? Versus leading from a place that is like, "I'm going to 
take the way Hailey leads and Isaac leads and all these people." I can find inspiration from y'all, but I 
need to filter it through how my brain actually works, because if I try to lay it on top of how my brain 
works, versus filter and let the things land that needs to land, then I'm going to be a hot mess. 
	
Hailey  43:47	
It's the same thing that we're talking about of like, trying to apply an organic organism to these systems 
and structures of like— If you're just borrowing Isaac structure or borrowing my structure for thinking, it 
doesn't work that way.	
	
Abe  43:57	
As entrepreneurs, we are creating our own paths, right? As entrepreneurs, we are creating something 
that has not been made before. So, we need to trust how our hand is going to fit with that machete that 
we are chopping in the middle of the forest. We need to trust our motion, we need to trust the way our 
body is wired to cut down that path, and if we try to, like, bend over in a way that our body just isn't 
ready for, then we're going to hurt ourselves, you know what I mean? That's a loose metaphor, but 
yeah, I think capitalizing what you're good at and just running with that because we have to as 
entrepreneurs.	
	
Hailey  44:32	
Yes, so good. I'm gonna end this there because, like I said, I could launch into another thing and we 
can keep going. But Abe, thank you so much for coming on. Where can people find you online? How 
can they follow along with what's happening at Lightward?	
	
Abe  44:45	
A couple places. You can go to Lightward.com. We have a biweekly newsletter through a company 
called The Now, where we share our musings on life design, business tech, creativity. You can find me 
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at Abe Lopez where I share my health journey, my modeling journey, which you'll see more about on 
there, and then Lightward Photo, which is an account from some of my photos that I've taken over the 
years.	
	
Hailey  45:09	
Which are all really incredible, especially as we talk about just inspiration and what can be. If you get 
nothing else from the conversation or follow Abe for no other reason, but just to look at what can be, 
that is worth it in and of itself. Obviously, you have lots and lots to offer, but even if it's just for that one 
thing.	
	
Abe  45:27	
It can be lonely sometimes, to be honest, because like, asking myself what can be and only knowing 
internally how I can answer that is sometimes only— But again, this is why I surround myself with 
people who like, celebrate that and are asking that question themselves, because it is such a rare 
question to ask in this society. It's like: What do I want? What can be? And how can I make my way to 
that reality?	
	
Hailey  45:48	
So good. Abe, thank you so much for coming on. I mentioned before we started recording, being with 
you as always like, a blessing and a balm to my soul, but I know it also is for my listener. So, thank you 
so much for your time.	
	
Abe  45:59	
Thank you so much, Hailey, love you.	
	

	
Thank you for listening to this episode of One Year from Now. You can find the show notes and all the 
links we mentioned at BrainspaceOptimized.com/Podcast. And if you want to chat me up about all 
things entrepreneurship, then head to BrainspaceOptimized.com and join my email list. This is where 
we have rich conversations about the experience of business ownership. It's thoughtful, it's funny, I like 
getting responses and chatting with you all, it's a good time. Lastly, you can find me on Instagram 
@BrainspaceOptimized. We will see you in the next episode.	


